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I. Introduction

1. Statement of results. The Brauer characters, or modular characters, of a

finite group G with respect to a prime p are defined only on the p-regular elements

of G. Brauer [1], [3] has overcome this limitation to some extent by using the

Brauer characters of certain subgroups of G, in terms of which he has defined

the generalized decomposition matrix D of G. In this paper we study some

complex-valued class-functions on G which are closely related to these Brauer

characters of subgroups. These functions, which we call (/»-functions, were de-

fined by Brauer in [3, (7D)]. They behave in many ways like Brauer characters;

for example, they have orthogonality relations (§4) and they can be distributed

among the p-blocks of G (§9). In fact, our central motivating idea has been that

the (/»-functions may be regarded as group-characters of a sort.

Explicitly, if x is any p-element of G and \¡t any irreducible Brauer character

of the centralizer C(x) of x in G, there is a unique function (b defined on G such that :

(a) 4> is a class-function on G;

(b) <p(xy) = \¡i(y) if y is p-regular in C(x) ;

(c) <b(xyy) = 0 if Xy is a p-element of G which is not conjugate to x and if

y is p-regular in C(xf).

We call these functions <b the ^-functions of G for the prime p. (Actually

the definition of Brauer characters depends on the choice of a prime ideal divisor

p of p in a suitable algebraic number field [6, p. 589] ; accordingly, the (/»-functions

also depend on p.) For x = 1, <b is simply the Brauer character \¡i of G, if we ex-

tend the latter by giving it the value 0 on all p-singular elements (see the redefi-

nition of Brauer characters in §2). Dually we define the ^-functions of G, start-

ing from principal indecomposable characters *? of C(x) ; for x = 1, these are

the principal indecomposable characters of G.

G has exactly k distinct (/»-functions, where k is the number of conjugate classes

of G. If Xi, •••,& are the (ordinary) irreducible characters of G, there are unique

complex numbers dt) such that

k

Xi(g)= I d¡j<bj(g)
j = i
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for all geG. The square matrix D = (dy) is the generalized decomposition

matrix of G for p, as in [1] and [3], and the main theorem of [3] can be expressed

by saying that dXj = 0 unless Xi ai»d ebj are in the same p-block (see Theorem

9A below). This means that D breaks up completely into the square generalized

decomposition matrices of the p-blocks of G.

If G* is any subgroup of G, the restriction eb | G* to G* of a ^-function cb of

G is a linear combination of the (/»-functions cb* of H with non-negative integral

coefficients, or multiplicities (Theorem 5B); we say that eb\H contains eb* if the

multiplicity of cb* in eb | H is positive. We can also define the function (cb*)a

on G induced by eb* (see (2.5)), and obtain reciprocity formulas for induction

and restriction (§5).

Our principal results, which appear in parts III and IV, deal with normal sub-

groups of G. Part III is devoted to reduction theorems such as the following,

which is proved in §7:

Theorem 1A. Let cb be a cb-function of a normal subgroup H of G, and

IGi<t>) its inertia! group in G (see §2). Then the induction mapping cb*->(cb#)G = cb

gives a one-to-one correspondence of the set of all cjy-functions cb* of I0(eb) such

that cb*xH contains cb with the set of all cp-functions cb of G such that cb\H

contains eb. Furthermore, there is a precisely similar result for <b-j'unctions.

In the case where cj> is an irreducible Brauer character of H, this reduces to

a reduction theorem of Clifford [4, Theorems 2 and 5]. Theorem 1A gives no

information on (^-functions cb of G such that eb | H = 0; such information is pro-

vided in Theorem 6A, which is essentially a generalization of Theorem 1A. These

results for cp-functions appear to be new even in the case where <P is a principal

indecomposable character of H (see [14]); there is probably a connection with

part of the theorem of [5, §2].

In part IV we apply Theorem 6A to obtain the following reduction theorem

for p-blocks:

Theorem IB. Let B be a p-block of G, and let H be any normal subgroup

of G. Then there exists a group G', H <= G' <= G, and a p-block B' of G', such

that:

(a) the irreducible characters, the cb-functions, and the e¡>-functions of B'

are in one-to-one correspondence with their counterparts in B, all three of these

correspondences being obtained by induction from G' to G;

(b) B' and B have the same generalized decomposition matrix;

(c) the restrictions to H of all irreducible characters, cp-functions, and

<&-functions of B' are linear combinations of the irreducible characters, cb-func-

tions, and (¡¿-functions, respectively, of a single p-block B of H.

This theorem (see the end of §11) serves to reduce questions involving blocks

and normal subgroups to the situation where condition (c) holds.  The special
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case of Theorem IB for the ordinary decomposition matrix appeared as [13,

Theorem 1], which was a generalization of a result due independently to Osima

[11, Lemma 5] and Fong [8, (2B)]. Unfortunately I was unaware of [11], and

therefore unable to give credit to Osima, while writing [13].

In view of Theorem 1B, it is natural to ask whether the block reductions in

[8, (2D)] and [13, Theorem 6], which preserve the ordinary decomposition

matrix, also preserve the generalized decomposition matrix. This is not true

for [8, (2D)]. In fact, let H be the quaternion group, and G its holomorph of

order 24; then the three irreducible characters of degree 2 of G make up a

3-block which provides a counterexample. On the other hand, the generalized

decomposition matrix is preserved in a special case of [13, Theorem 6], namely

when G = DCG(D) where D is the defect group of B; this can be shown from

the equations [13,(18)]. I hope to return to such questions in a subsequent paper.

2. Terminology. All groups referred to are finite. We work with respect to a

fixed prime number p, writing block for p-block, etc. A group element is called

p-regular, p-singular, or a p-element if its order is relatively prime to p, divisible

by p, or a power of p, respectively. If g=xy = yx with x a p-element and y

p-regular, we call x and y the p-part and p-regular part, respectively, of g.

All Brauer characters, (/»-functions, and <J>-functions are with respect to a fixed

prime ideal divisor p of p (see §1), the same for all groups which appear. We

depart from the usual definition of Brauer characters, according to which they

are defined only on p-regular elements; instead, we say that the Brauer charac-

ters of a group G are defined everywhere on G, having their usual values on

the p-regular elements and the value zero on the p-singular elements.

If a is an element of the group-algebra T(G) over a field Q, and if g e G, we define

(2.1) a' = g^oig.

For fixed a, the elements ag, geG, axe said to form a family of G-conjugate

(or G-associate) elements, and the group

(2.2) /G(a) = {geG: <x.g = a}

is called the inertial group (or stability group) of a with respect to G. If in par-

ticular ae G, we call IG(a) the centralizer CG(a) = C(a) of a in G.

If U is any subset of G, and geG, we set Ug= {ug: ueU}, and

NC(U) = {geG: Ug = U}. For any function a defined on U, let as be the func-

tion defined on Ug such that

(2.3) ag(ug) = a(u),       ueU.

This definition is chosen so that (ag)h = ash for g, h e G. If a is a fonction

defined on a normal subgroup of G, we call the functions ag its G-conjugate

functions, and define its inertial group IG(a) by analogy with (2.2).
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If a is defined on G and if geG, we also define a function ag on G by

(2.4) crg(u) = o(gu),       ueG.

If Xy and x2 are complex-valued class-functions on G, their inner product is

(2.5) (Ti,T2)G   =   (T!,T2)   =   IG!"1   £   Tj.(g)T2(£),
* eG

where the bar denotes the complex-conjugate. The restriction of a class-function

t on G to a subgroup G* of G is denoted by t | G*. Each class-function a on G*

gives rise to an induced class-function oG on G defined [6, p. 266] by

(2.6) <tg(m) = |G*|_1 I rj(u?), ueG,
g

summed over all geG such that ugeG*.

II. Basic properties

3. The correspondence ixG. For each p-element x of a group G, the p-section,

or section, of x in G is the set SG(x) of all elements of G whose p-part is G-con

jugate to x. G is the disjoint union of the sets Sc(x) if x ranges over a set of

representatives of the conjugate classes of p-elements of G. In particular, SG(1)

consists of all the p-regular elements of G.

We begin by establishing a correspondence ix G between certain class-functions

on C(x) and on G, which will give rise to the ^-functions and <5-functions. All

class-functions here are complex-valued.

Lemma 3A. Let x be a p-element of G; let o be any class-function on C(x)-

which vanishes outside SC(x)(l). Then there is a unique class-function x = ixGa

on G which vanishes outside SGix) such that

(3.1) xixy) = a(y), y e SC(x)(l).

Proof. To show that x is well defined, we need only show that if xyt and

xy2 are G-conjugate, where y y, y2 e Sc,x)(l), then y y and y2 are C(x)-conjugate.

But if (xyx)g = xy2, geG, equating p-parts and p-regular parts on both sides

gives xs = x, y{ = y2, as required. (Cf. [1, §1], [3, §3].)

This mapping ix G is a one-to-one correspondence of the set of all class-func-

tions on C(x) which vanish outside Sc,x)(l) with the set of all class-functions

on G which vanish outside SG(x). Each of these sets of functions is an algebra

over the complex field under the usual operations, and ixG is an algebra-iso-

morphism.

We now show that ixG is an isometry with respect to the inner product of

(2.5), and that it can be expressed in terms of induction (see (2.6)).
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Lemma 3B. Let x be a p-element of G; let a y and o2 be class-functions

on C(x) which vanish outside SC(x)(l). Then

(ix,G^Uix,Ga2)a  =   (^u^z)c(x)-

Proof.   Set Ty = ix>¿lo-j, j = 1,2. Then

(t15t2) = ¡Gl"1  I  xy(gyT2Ji) = \G\-1 I     I   Hiixyy^&yñ
g eSG(x) u    j>eScW(l)

= \G\-1\G:C(x)\T xl(xy)i2^cy) = ^(x)]'1 I o-1(y)c72(J) =(ax,a2),
y y

where u ranges over a set of right coset representative of C(x) in G.

Lemma 3C. Let x be a p-element of G, and let a be any class-function

on C(x) which vanishes outside Sc,x)(l). Then ixGa = (ax-i)G.

Proof. Since i = (<rx-i)G is a class-function on G and vanishes outside SG(x),

we need only verify that it satisfies (3.1). But for yeSC(xj(l),

r(xy) = \C(x)\ -1! a^Hxy)') = ^(x)]'1 S aix^x'y'),
g g

summed over all ge G such that (xy)ge C(x). For such g, the p-part xg of (xy)g

also lies in C(x); hence x~1xg is a p-element and commutes with yg, so that it

is the p-part of x~1xeye. Then a(x~1xgyg) = 0 unless x_1xg = 1, that is, unless

g e C(x). Therefore

x(xy) = ICWl"1   I   oif) = a(y)
c eC'x)

as required.

Corollary 3D.    Under the assumptions of Lemma  3C,   ix,c(x)r — ax-1-

Remark. SC(x)(x) is a T.I. set in G in the sense of [7]; hence Lemmas 3B

and 3C could be obtained as corollaries to the lemma of [7].

4. The (/»-functions and (p-functions. Let x be a p-element of G, \¡j an irreducible

Brauer character of C(x), and *P the corresponding principal indecomposable

character of C(x). Then we say that <b = ix¡Gi¡/ is a (b-function of G and that

<I> = í'X)gxí' is the (^-function of G which corresponds to <b.

All the iXtG\¡i for a fixed x are class-functions vanishing outside SG(x); their

number is equal to the number of p-regular conjugate classes of C(x), which

in turn is equal to the number of classes of G-conjugate elements contained

in SG(x) by the argument of Lemma 3A. The same (/»-functions are obtained if

we replace x by another p-element xx such that SG(x) = SG(xx): for x, = xs

for some geG, and for each irreducible Brauer character \¡i of C(x), ipg(see

(2.3))   is   an   irreducible   Brauer   character   of  (C(x)) g= C(xg),   and   easily
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Ka ai>%' = i* C'A (cf. (5-5)). Therefore we call these the eb-functions on the section

SG(x).

Thus we obtain all (/»-functions of G in the form ix¡G\j/ if we let x range over

a set of representatives of the conjugate classes of p-elements of G, and t// over

all irreducible Brauer characters of C(x) ; and the total number of (/»-functions

is equal to the number k of conjugate classes of G. The counterparts of all these

statements for the «D-functions also hold. The «/»-functions on SG(1) are precisely

the irreducible Brauer characters of G (redefined as in §2), and the «î-functions

on SG(1) are the principal indecomposable characters of G.

Let us denote the (/»-functions of G by eby,---,cbk, and the 4>-function corre-

sponding to epj by <bj. Since each ixG is an isometry, and since two (/»-functions

or ^-functions on different sections clearly have inner product zero, the ortho-

gonality relations [2, §3], [6, §84] for the Brauer characters of C(x) imply ortho-

gonality relations for the cb- and <D-functions, of the following form:

(4.1) icbj,<J>l) = ôjl,     icbj,cb) = yß,     (*„<*.) - cfl,

where j, I = l,»»», k. Here C = icß) is the generalized Cartan matrix of G,

defined as follows (cf. [12, §11]): if </>, and </>, are on different sections, cn = 0;

if ebj = iXtG\]/j and cbl = ixG\j/l, then c}l is the Cartan invariant of C(x) corre-

sponding to ipj and i/í,. Thus if the (/»-functions are arranged by sections SG(x),

C has the Cartan matrices of the groups C(x) as blocks along its diagonal, with

zeros elsewhere, / = (£.,) is the identity matrix, and C~1 = iyjl).

We can express these relations in matrix form. Let {gr} be a set of represen-

tatives of the conjugate classes of G; set <b = (</>j(gr)), ® = i<bjigr)), and let N

be the diagonal matrix with entries | G : Cigr) |. Then

(4.2) (pN^^I,      thiV^^C-1,      flWV_1Ö'= C,

where the superscript t denotes the transpose.

The (/»-function (or O-functions) form a basis for the complex vector space

of class-functions on G. By (4.1), the expressions of any class-function x on G

in terms of these bases have the forms

(4.3) t= I (t,<&,.)(/>,. =  I ix,ebj)cj>j.
J'l j=i

In particular, (D; = £.(<!>,•,<D.)(/>, = T,¡Cj¡eb¡, or

(4.4) «J> = Ct\>.

The equations (4.2) can be rewritten in the forms

(4.5) ö'cb = N,     t^tch = N,    <ï>'C-10 = N,

which yield the second set of orthogonality relations; for example,
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I */£)</»,(#) = \C(g)\,       geG.
j = i

Now consider the (ordinary) irreducible characters Xi>m-,Xk °f G. By (4.3),

k

(4.6) Xi *=  % àijtj*       where d/; = (x¡,<E>;).

For any p-element x and for >»eSC(x)(l),

(4.7) xfry) =   E'W'/OO,

where we sum only over those j such that <bj is on SG(x), and where <j>j = ix¡G^j.

Comparing (4.8) with [3, (3.2)], we see that the matrixD = (d¡j) is the generalized

decomposition matrix of Brauer [3, §7]. Letting % = (x¡(gr)), we have X = D<j>.

By the ordinary orthogonality relations, ty'D'Dty = jfl = N = <¡>fC«|>, so that

[3, (3A)]:

(4.8) D'D = C.

Then O = C$ =D'D<J> =D'i; that is,
*

(4.9) 0=D'x,    or O, =     I dijXi.
¡=i

5. Subgroups. We now consider the relationships between the <p- andO-functions

of G and those of an arbitrary subgroup G* of G.

Lemma 5A. Ifx is a p-element of a subgroup G* ofG, if a is a class-function

on C(x) which vanishes outside SCM(1), and if a* is a class-function on

Cc.(x) = C*(x) which vanishes outside SC,M(1), then

(5.1) ((ix,G^\G*,ix,G>c*)G. = (a\C*(x), cr*)c,,x).

Proof. We first see that (iXtGo-) | G* takes on the same values as iXtG.(a | C*(x))

on SG,(x): since both are class-functions on G*, we need only compare their

values at elements xy, yeSc,(x)(l); but their definitions show that they both

take on the value a(y) there. On the other hand, iXyG.a* vanishes outside SG,(x).

Therefore the left side of (5.1) is equal to (ixGt(o-\C*(x)), ixG,a*)G*. But this

equals the right side by Lemma 3B.

Let the ^»-functions of G* be denoted by (/>*, with corresponding d>-functions

<D*. For any ^-function <bj of G, </>y| G* is a class-function on G*. By (4.3),

(5.2) <bj\G* =  S ajm<b*m,   where aJm = (</>,!G*,<£m)c..
m

We call ajm the multiplicity of <b* in <bj| G*.

Theorem 5B. If <bj is a cb-function of G and <b* is a (p-function of a sub-

group G*ofG, then the multiplicity aJm oftp* in <bj\ G* is a non-negative integer.
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Proof. Observe that eb* is on Sff,(x) for some p-element x of G*. If cbj is

not on SG(x), clearly aJm = 0. If epj is on SG(x), then cb} = ix¡Gip, ep* = iXyG*ip*

for certain irreducible Brauer characters \ji, tp* of C(x), C*(x) respectively. By

Lemma 5A, ajm = (\p | C*(x), *F*) where *P* is the principal indecomposable

character corresponding to cb*. By (5.2), aJm is the multiplicity of cb* in ip\ C*(x),

and is a non-negative integer since ij/ and i/(* are Brauer characters.

We say that ep¡\G* contains ep* provided that ajm>0. By the Frobenius

reciprocity theorem [6, p. 271], aJm = âjm = (<D*, <b, \ G*) = ((0*)G , </>,.). Then

by (4.3),

(5-3) (*SC=   lajjbj.
j

Dually, a similar argument shows that

(5.4) 0,|G* =  Z ft^,*;,      (tö° =  Z b^-,

where bjm — (Oj-j G*, </>„) = ii<t>*JG>®j) ¡s a non-negative integer. These for-

mulas generalize the reciprocity formulas for Brauer characters [6, p. 603].

Finally we consider conjugation. Let x be a p-element of a subgroup G* of

G, and let o* be a class-function on CG,(x)= C*(x) which vanishes outside

Sc,ix)(l). Then for any g e G ,(o*) g is a class-function on C(G»)ij(x*). For any

yeSc,Xx)(l),

(ix,o**)W) = Ox,g.<t*)(x>0 = o*iy) = ((T-W) - (ixS,(G.)s(o*y)(xY).

Therefore

(5.5) (¿x,G.<7*)? =  i,.,(G*).(ff*)?.

both sides being class-functions on (G*)g. In particular if a* = (b* is an irreducible

Brauer character of C*(x), then (ib*)g is an irreducible Brauer character of

C(G,)g(xg), and (5.5) gives:

Lemma 5C. IfG* is a subgroup of G and if geG, then the mapping cb* -* (cb*)g

is a one-to-one correspondence of the set of all cp-functions of G* with the set

of all cp-functions of(G*)g; and similarly for (¡»-functions.

Corollary 5D. Any automorphism of a group induces a permutation of

the set of all cp-functions ((¡¿-functions) of the group.

III. Normal subgroups

6. Reduction theorem. Throughout part III, H will be a fixed normal subgroup

of G. For any p-element x of G, set

(6.1) D(x) = C(x)r\H.
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For any irreducible Brauer character 9 of D(x), let Ex(6) be the set of all ir-

reducible Brauer characters \jj of C(x) such that i¡/1 D(x) contains 9. Then for

each \¡/ e Ex(9), a well-known theorem of Clifford [4, Theorem 1] says that

(6.2) ib | Dix) = e* I 9",
u

where e^ is a positive integer depending on x and \j/, and u ranges over a set of right

coset representatives of IC(X){9) in C(x). Similarly let E*(9) be the set of all ir-

reducible Brauer characters \¡i* of IC>X)(9) such that \¡/*\D(x) contains 9. By a

reduction theorem of Clifford [4, Theorems 2 and 5], the induction mapping

ib* ̂ > (i¡/*)C(x) = ib gives a one-to-one correspondence of Ex(9) and Ex(9).

There is a corresponding result for principal indecomposable characters : if

O, ¥*, and *F are the principal indecomposable characters (of the appropriate

groups) which correspond to 9, \¡/*, and ib in the preceding paragraph, then

»P|D(x)=/^I„0" for some positive integer/,,, and (¥*)cM=u/. This re-

duction theorem has been stated in [14]; we shall use it only to show that the re-

sults for ^»-functions to which almost all of the present paper is devoted have

analogues for ©-functions.

Let Fx{9) = ix<GEx(9) be the set of all ^-functions of G of the form iXtG\¡/ with

ibeEx(9). Similarly, with the group IC(X)(9)H in the role of G, let

Ft(8) — h.ici^mu^x (Ö) • F°r this definition to make sense, we must   show that

(6.3) IC(x)(9) = C(x)nlCix)(9)H,

the right side being the centralizer of x in IC(x)(9)H. But clearly IC(X)(9) is con-

tained in this centralizer; and conversely if c = uh, ce C(x), u e IC(X)(9),   he H,

then u " 1c = h e C(x) n H = D(x) £ IC(X)(9), and celc,x)(9) as required.

We now prove our first main reduction theorem.

Theorem 6A. Let H be a normal subgroup of G, let x be a p-element of G,

and let 9 be an irreducible Brauer character of D(x) = C(x) O H. Then the

induction mapping (b*'-* (<b*)c'— <p gives a one-to-one correspondence of

Ft(9) with Fx(9). Furthermore if <b*eFx(9) and if 4»# and <E> are the 0-/wnc-

i/ons corresponding to (/>* and  </>  respectively,  then (<D#)G = O.

Proof. For any <b*eFx(9), 4>*=íx,Icm(b)H^* for some \j/*eEx(9); and for

any (b e Fx(9), <b = iXtGi¡/ for some \¡i e Ex(9). Then a one-to-one correspondence

of Ft(9) with Fx(9) is  given  by (/>*-> ij/*^(ij/*)C(x) = i/(-x/>. Explicitly,

4 = *?- = (W#)CW),-0G = ((«A/-0CW)G = (Vx->)G = ((>l>x*->)Ic(mH)GH<b*f,

where the third equality holds since x ~1 is in the center of C(x). A similar cal-

culation works for the ©-functions.

Observe that in the case x = 1 this theorem specializes to the reduction theo-

rems for irreducible Brauer characters and principal indecomposable characters

which were used in its proof.
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The relationship between the different sets Fx(0) is as follows:

Lemma 6B. The set of all cp-functions of G is the disjoint union of the sets

Fx(6), where

(a) x ranges over any set of representatives of the conjugate classes of p-ele-

ments of G, and

(b) for each x, 0 ranges over any maximal set of non-C(x)-conjugate Brauer

characters of D(x).

Proof. By (6.2), the set of all irreducible Brauer characters of a fixed C(x)

is the disjoint union of the sets Ex(6) for the 8 in (b) ; hence the corresponding

sets Fx(9) give all the -^»-functions in SG(x).

The partitioning in Lemma 6B is independent of the arbitrary choices of x

and 6 made in fulfilling (a) and (b). In fact, by (5.5),

(6.4) Fx9(8g) = Fx(6),       geG.

If G* is a subgroup of G which contains H and if x is a p-element of G*, we

can define sets E*(6) and F*(6) analogous to Ex(0) and Fx(6), by taking G* in

the role of G. The roles of C(x) and D(x) are played by C*(x) = CG,(x) and

D(x) respectively. A connection between F*(6) and Fx(6) is given by:

Lemma 6C. // ep*eF*(6), and if ep is a ep-function of G such that ep\G*

contains  ep*, then epeFJß).

Proof. Clearly ep is on SG(x), so that ep = ix G\p for some irreducible Brauer

character ip of C(x); and we know that ep* = ix G.\p* for some ip*eE*(0). By

Lemma 5A, the multiplicity of </>* in ep | G* is equal to that of ip* in \p | C*(x)

(cf. the proof of Theorem 5B), so that ip | C*(x) contains \p*. Since \p* | H con-

tains 0 and since we are dealing with Brauer characters, ip \ H contains 9, so

that \peEx(d), which implies the result.

7. Some characterizations. Although §6 provides the background for almost

all of part IV, Theorem 6A is unsatisfactory in that the sets Fx(6) and the groups

Ic,xX(Q)H have been defined in terms of Brauer characters rather than (/»-functions.

We now proceed to obtain characterizations of these objects in terms of ep-fxinc-

tions, which will lead to Theorem 1A.

Again let x be a p-element of G. If it happens that xeH, then ep|H ^ 0 for

each (/»-function ep on SG(x), since cp(x) ̂  0. On the other hand if x$H, then

ep | H = 0 for each such (/»-function, since SG(x) n H is empty. In order to deal

with the second possibility, we adjoin x to D(x) and to H as follows: define the

groups

(7.1) Dix) = <x>TJ(x),    H(x) = <x>/i,

where <x > is the cyclic group generated by x. If x e H, then D(x) = D(x), Hix) = H ;

but if x $ H, then i/(x) need not even be normal in G. The motivation of this
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adjunction is that in the second case, the (p-functions of H(x) take the place of

some nonexistent (/»-functions of H. However, our results will be simpler and

perhaps more natural in the first case.

Lemma 7A. There is a one-to-one correspondence 0-> 8 of the set of all

irreducible Brauer characters 6 of D(x) with the set of all irreducible Brauer

characters Ô of D(x), such that9\D(x) = 0 and 9 vanishes outside D(x).

Proof. Since x centralizes D(x), I £w(0) = D(x). Since every factor set of

the p-group D(x) \D(x) in an algebraically closed field of characteristic p is equiv-

alent to the trivial factor set (cf. [6, p. 359]), we obtain the desired one-to-one

correspondence by one of Clifford's reduction theorems [4, Theorems 3 and 5].

Since all elements of D(x) outside D(x) are p-singular, 9 vanishes on them.

By Lemma 7A, we see that if \p e Ex(9) and Ö | D(x) = 9, then

(7.2) ->|r)(x) = «,I 0-
u

in the notation of (6.2).

As for nix), we have Êix) = <x>H = <x>D(x)H = D(x)H, and

(7.3) Dix) = C(x)n#(x) = CgMix)

by an argument like the proof of (6.3). Hence to each irreducible character 0 of

Dix) there corresponds a ¡/»-function ep = ix£,x)§ of j¥(x) . Together with Lemma

7A, this yields a one-to-one correspondence îx of the set of all irreducible Brauer

characters 9 of £)(x) with the set of all (/»-functions ep of Hix) on Sfiix)ix), defined

by setting ep = îx9 = ix,û(X)Ô where 01 £>(x) = 9.

Theorem 7B. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6A, Fxi9) is the set of all

cp-functions ep of G such that </>|#(x) contains ep, where cp = ix9.

Proof. If a (/»-function ep of G is not on SG(x), then ep is not in Fx(0) and on

the other hand ep\H(x) vanishes on Sfi(x)(x). Hence we need only consider

(/»-functions ep on SG(x), say ep = ix G\p. As in the proof of Theorem 5B, the mul-

tiplicity of cp in ep | H(x) is equal to that of 9 in ip ¡ D(x); and by (7.2), the latter

multiplicity is e^ if \peEx(9), that is if cpeFx(9), and 0 otherwise.

Corollary 7C.   If ep = ix G\p e Fx(9), the multiplicity of îx9 in ep | //(x) is e^.

Corollary 7D. If xeH under the assumptions of Theorem 6A, Fx(9) is

the set of all cp-functions ep of G such that epxH contains ep, where ep = ixB9.

Theorem 7E. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6A, //(x) is a normal

subgroup of C(x)H, and Ic,x)(9)H = /C(x)h($) where c} = ix9.

Proof.   The first statement is evident. Then /cwa(|) is defined, and any ele-
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ment of it has form ch, ceC(x), heH ç=Ic,x)B((f>). Then ceC(x)r\ICíx)H(<¡>),

so that IC(X)h($) — (C(x) n IC(x)u(4>)W ■ Thus it suffices to show that

(7-4) IC(X)(9) -  C(x)n/C(x)H(0).

But for ceC(x), $c = {ix£,x0 = '*,WC by (5-5), so that (¡>c = ÎX(9C). Then

<¡>c = (¡> if and only if 0C= 0, and this gives (7.5).

Corollary 7F. Ifx e H under the assumptions of Theorem 6A, IC(x)(9)H=IG(<i>)

where <j> = iXtll9.

By means of Corollaries 7D and 7F, we can rewrite the case x e H of Theorem

6A to obtain Theorem 1A of the introduction, which closely parallels the original

Clifford reduction theorem. We may observe in this connection that if © is the

©-function of H corresponding to $, then ©? corresponds to (j)g, geG, whence

1 e(*) = Ic(<f>)- The following theorem, also for the case xeH, generalizes the

formula of Clifford which appears in (6.2).

Theorem 7G. If H is a normal subgroup of G and if <b is a (b-function of

G such that (/>|H#0, then

(7.5) <b\H = ef I <?",
u

where <b = ixG\¡t eFx(9) for some p-element x of H, (/> = ix,H9, e^ is as in (6.2),

and u ranges over a set of representatives of the right cosets of IG(4>) in G.

Proof. Since <p|H / 0, (beSG(x) for some p-element xeH. Because <b is a

class-function on G which vanishes outside SG(x), <b\H is a linear combination

of functions of form ¿Zu(j)u, where u ranges over a set of right coset represen-

tatives of IG(<f>) in G, for a set of non-G-conjugate ^»-functions (/> on SH(x). By

Theorem 7B, we may suppose that <beFx(9) where $ = ixH9. This condition

determines 9 uniquely up to conjugation by elements of C(x), by Lemma 6B;

and by (5.5) it also determines (/> up to conjugation, so that only one function E„$"

appears. The coefficient e^ is given by Corollary 7C.

Parallel arguments lead to a corresponding formula ©|H=/^Z„©u for

©-functions.

8. Sections. In this section we characterize the group C(x)H which appears in

Theorem 7E, and then obtain a reduction theorem in terms of sections.

Theorem 8A. If H is a normal subgroup of G and x is a p-element of G,

then C(x)H = Ng(Sq(x)(x)).

Proof. Under conjugation, each element of C(x) fixes both x and Ñ(x) (by

Theorem 7E), and hence fixes S^(x)(x); and clearly H Ç Ê(x)^NG(Sfnx)(x)).

This  gives  one  inclusion.  Conversely,  suppose that geNG(SgM(x)).   Then
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xgeS¿¡(xXix);that is, xg = x"for some ueÊix). Since gu~l eC(x), geC(x)//(x)

= C(x)H.

Theorem 8B. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and let x be a p-element

of G. Then the induction mapping ep°-* icp°)G — ep gives a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the set of all cp-functions ep° of Cix)H on SC(x)/.(x) and the

set of all cp-functions ep of G on SG(x). There is also a one-to-one correspondence

K°-* K of the set of all C(x)H-conjugate classes K° in SC(x)H(x) and the set

of all G-conjugate classes K in SG(x), with K°= K(~\ C(x)H. Furthermore the

value of cp° on K° equals that of ep on K.

Proof. By their definitions, each irreducible Brauer character \p of C(x)

yields ep° = (¡l>x-i)C(xW and ep = (ipx-i)G, giving the first correspondence. If y

ranges over a set of representatives of the p-regular conjugate classes of C(x),

the argument of Lemma 3A shows that xy ranges over a set of representatives

for the classes K, and likewise for the classes Xo; this gives the second corre-

spondence.  Finally, ep(xy) = tp(y) = ep°(xy).

Theorem 8B is of interest principally as a counterpart to Theorem 11F below,

under the heuristic duality of sections and blocks [9]. Sfî(x)(x)and its normalizer

correspond to B[fj] and its inertial group; (/»-functions correspond to ^-functions,

conjugate classes to ordinary characters, and the preservation of values of (/»-func-

tions to that of the generalized decomposition matrix.

IV. Blocks

9. Blocks and (/»-functions. Let G be any group. Let Q be a field of characteristic

p, in which all absolutely irreducible modular representations of all subgroups

G* of G can be written. For each such G*, let F(G*) be the group-algebra of G*

over ii, and A(G*) the center of T(G*). We consider these algebras as subal-

gebras of T(G). The identity element of T(G) is the sum of all the primitive idem-

potents n of A(G), and these are in a natural one-to-one correspondence n —> B[n]

with the blocks B[n] (or, more accurately, BG[n]) of G (see [2, §4], 6, p. 604]).

If x is any p-element of G, the primitive idempotents <5 of A(C(x)) correspond

in the same way to the blocks B[ô] (or BCXx)[ô]) of C(x). Let sx be the mapping

of T(G) into T(C(x)) defined by

(9.1) sx (  I p(g)g) =    I   p(c)c
\ S eG I ce CCx)

for all functions p on G with values in Q.. Then sx | A(G) is a homomorphism of

A(G) into A(C(x)), by a theorem of Brauer [2, (7B)] applied to the p-subgroup

<x>. Then for each n, sx(r¡) is an idempotent or zero, and hence can be expressed

uniquely as a sum of some of the idempotents §, which we call summands of

sx(n); each ô is a summand of sx(n) for exactly one n. Observe that for any a e T(G)

and ge]G,
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(9.2) (sx(ot)Y = sxg(ag).

We now distribute the (/»-functions of G among the blocks of G by defining

that (/> belongs to B[n~\ if <b = ix¡Gi¡/ where \¡/ belongs to a block £[(5] of C(x)

such that ô is a summand of sx(n). This definition assigns just one block of G

to each cb, and it is consistent with the usual definition for irreducible Brauer

characters. It is independent of the choice of x: for if we replace x by xg, geG,

then (/> = ix9\pg (cf. (5.5)), ô = g~lSg (see (2.1)) is a primitive idempotent of

A(C(xg)) which is a summand of (sx(n))g = sx9(n), and \j/ belongs to the block

B[ôg] of C(xg). We also say that each ©-function belongs to the same block

as its corresponding (/»-function.

In this terminology, Brauer's theorem on generalized decomposition numbers

(see [3] or [10] for proof), taken together with [3, (7E)], states:

Theorem 9A. The generalized decomposition number dy defined in (4.6)

is zero unless Xi and (bj belong to the same block of G. Each block contains

as many (b-functions as irreducible characters.

Accordingly, we define the generalized decomposition matrix of B[n~\ to be

the square matrix (d{f) for Xi and (bj belonging to B[n].

10. Normal subgroups. For the remainder of the paper, let H be a fixed normal

subgroup of G ; we shall retain the notations of part III. The primitive idempotents

ij of A(H) correspond to the blocks B[ff\ of H, and the primitive idempotents

5 of A(D(x)) correspond to the blocks B[¿>] of D(x), where x is any p-element

of G and D(x) = C(x) n H as in (6.1).

Each primitive idempotent s of the commutative algebra A (G) n A(H) is uniquely

expressible as a sum of ifs, and also as a sum of n's; each n and each f¡ is a

summand of just one e. Similarly each primitive idempotent y of A(C(x))n A(D(x))

is uniquely expressible as a sum of ¿'s, and also as a sum of £'s. These notations

for  dempotents will be used repeatedly in what follows.

G has a permutation representation on the ij's determined by the permutations

fj-+fjg for geG, and correspondingly a representation B[rf\ ->B[i?g] on the

blocks of H. The ordinary characters of B[rjg~\ are the xe where x is an ordinary

character of B[ff\ ; and similarly for irreducible Brauer characters. For a given

£, the summands fj of e clearly make up an orbit of the first of these permutation

representations, in other words a full set of G-conjugate i/'s. Therefore the idem-

potents e are the same as Fong's e¡ [8, p. 266]. Analogously C(x) is represented

on the £'s, and corresponding statements hold.

For each s, let ^"[e] (or ^"g,h[£]) De the set of all blocks B[n] of G such that

n is a summand of e, and let ^[e] be the set of all blocks B[fj~\ of H such that ij

is a summand of e. These are the same as the sets &~¡ and ^~¡ of [8] and [12].

Let T[e] and F[e] be the sets of all (/»-functions in F[¿\ and ^[e] respectively;
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this defines partitionings of the sets of all (/»-functions of G and of H. Corre-

spondingly, for each y let ¿7~[y] (or ^c(X),D(x)["fï) os trie set °f au blocks B[ô]

of C(x) such that 5 is a summand of y, and let &~[y] be the set of all blocks B[5]

of D(x) such that $ is a summand of y; and define T[y] and f[y] accordingly.

Lemma 10A. Let 0 be an irreducible Brauer character of D(x), for the

p-element x of G. Then 9ef[y] if and only if Ex(9)^ T[y],

Proof. By [8, (IB)], the restriction to D(x) of any given irreducible character

of C(x) contains only irreducible characters of blocks in a single ^[y], and

then the irreducible character is in a block of &~[y]. Easily, this statement remains

true if "irreducible character" is replaced by "irreducible Brauer character"

(cf. [13, p. 18]); but this is the lemma.

Since e is a sum of n's, sx(e) is an idempotent (or zero) in A(C(x)); and since

eeA(FT), (9.1) shows that sx(e) is in A(C(x)) n A(£>(x)); therefore sx(s) is uniquely

expressible as a sum of y's. We can obtain an expression for sx(e) as a sum of

¿'sin two ways: firstly, sx(e)isasum of y's, each of which is a sum of ¿'s; secondly,

sx(s) is the sum of those sx(n) such that n is a summand of e, and each such sx(n)

is a sum of ¿'s. The fact that both these procedures must lead to the same sum-

mands S of sx(s) is used in proving the next lemma. Also sx(s) can be expressed

uniquely as a sum of 5's, since it is a sum of y's.

Lemma 10B. Let e be a primitive idempotent of A(G)C\A(H), and 9 an

irreducible Brauer character of D(x). Then the following four conditions are

equivalent:

(i)    9eB[S] for some S which is a summand of sx(e);

(ii)   0 e f[y]for some y which is a summand ofsx(e);

(iii) Fx(9) S  T[e];

(iv) Fx(9) n T[e] is nonempty.

Proof. If (i) holds, then 5 is a summand of some y which is a summand of

sx(e); this implies (ii).

If (ii) holds, suppose that cpeFx(9), that is ep = iXjGip for some \peEx(8).

By Lemma 10A, \p e T[y] ; that is, ip is in a block B[ô] where ô is a summand

of y, and hence also of sx(e) . Then S is a summand of some sx(n) such that n is

a summand of s ; but this means that cpeB[rf] and then cpeT[s], so that (ii)

implies (iii).

Clearly (iii) implies (iv). Finally if (iv) holds, 0 e B[ô] where 5 is a summand

of sx(sy) for some primitive idempotent st of A(G) n A(H). Since (i) implies (iii),

Fx(9) S T[si], whence et = e; thus (iii) implies (i).

Lemma 10B shows that the partitioning of the (/»-functions of G into sets Fx(9)

(Lemma 6B) is a refinement of the partitioning into sets T[e].

Let G* be any subgroup of G which contains H. For each primitive idem-

potent e* of A(G*)nA(fT), we can define sets ST[e*] (that is, ^G.,H[e*]) and
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^~[s*] of blocks, and sets T[a*] and T[e*~\ of (/»-functions, of G* and H respec-

tively, by applying the definitions of ST[¿\, etc., with G* in the role of G. Since

A(G*)r\A(H) = {<xeA(H): a.g=a for all geG*} £ A(G) £ A(fí), each of our

idempotents e is in A(G*) O A(H), and hence is uniquely expressible as a sum

of (e*)'s.

Lemma IOC. Let x be a p-element of G*, and 9 an irreducible Brauer

character of D(x). Then Fx(9) £ T[s] if and only if F*(9) £ T[e*] for some

summand e* of e.

Proof. Recall that F*(9) is defined in the discussion preceding Lemma 6C.

By applying [2, (7B)] to G*, we see that s^AtG*) is a homomorphism of A(G*)

into A(C*(x)), where C*(x) = CG,(x). Therefore for each s*, sx(e*) is an idem-

potent or zero in A(C*(x)) n A(D(x)), which is contained in A(C(x)) n A(D(x)),

and for each e, sx(e) is the sum of those sx(b*) such that e* is a summand of s.

Now if 9 e 5[(5], Lemma 10B shows that Fx(9) £ T[e] if and only if 8 is a sum-

mand of sx(e), that is if and only if S is a summand of sx(e*) for some summand

e* of e; and then Lemma 10B, applied to G*, gives the result.

11. Reduction theorem. We now center our attention on a fixed block

B[ff\ of H. The group IG(ij), which is also called the inertial group of B[ij~\ in

G, will be denoted by G'. (Of course this notation does not mean that G' is the

commutator subgroup of G.) Let e be the unique primitive idempotent of

A(G) n A(H) such that ij is a summand of e.

Since H £ G' £ G, we can apply our results on groups G* to G', substituting

primes for asterisks in the notations: for example, we set C'(x) = CG(x). Since

ij forms an orbit under the action of G', ij is itself a primitive idempotent e' of

A(G')nA(£f), and ^[¡i] = ^■,H['1] consists of B[n] alone.

Lemma 11A. If x is a p-element of G' and if § is a primitive idempotent

ofA(D(x)) which is a summand of sx(ij), then IC(X)(S) £ C'(x).

Proof. If ceIC(x)(ô), then ceC(x) and ôc = 8. Then § is also a summand of

sx('Y) by (9.2); hence ijc = ij, so that IC(X)(S) £ G' as required.

If both 9 and 9C axe irreducible Brauer characters of B[ô~\, then ö = öc.

This yields the following corollaries.

Corollary 11B. Under the assumptions of Lemma 11 A, if 9 is an irreducible

Brauer character of B[<5], then Ic(X)(9) £ C'(x).

Corollary 11C. Under the assumptions of Lemma 11 A, C(x)-conjugate

Brauer characters of B[5] are C'(x)-conjugate.

Theorem 11D. Let H be a normal subgroup of G; let ij and e be primitive

idempotents of A(H) and A(G) f)A(H) respectively such that ij is a summand
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of e. Then induction from G'=IG[ff] to G gives a one-to-one correspondence

of T[f¡] with T[e].

Proof. Let ep' e T[fj]. By Lemmas 6B and 10B, applied to G',ep'e F'x(9) £ T[fj]

for some p-element x of G' and some irreducible Brauer character 0 of Dix).

By Corollary 11B, the group ICM(9)H plays the same role in G' as in G; there-

fore Theorem 6A for G' shows that ep' = (ep*)0' for some cp*eF*(9). The same

theorem for G now shows that (ep*)G, which equals (ep')G, is a member ep of Fx(0);

while Lemma IOC shows that Fx(9) ç T[e]. Therefore induction gives a mapping

(/>'-►(/> of T[?/] into T[e].

The part of the generalized decomposition matrix of G' belonging to the

blocks in $~[rf] (cf. Theorem 9A) is the square matrix (dy) given by the equations

Xt — T,jd'¡jCpj, where x't ranges over the irreducible characters in these blocks

and epj ranges over the (/»-functions in these blocks, that is over T[fj]. By [13,

Theorem 1], the induction mapping %[ -> (j')G = x¡ is a one-to-one correspon-

dence of this set of irreducible characters and the set of all irreducible characters

of the blocks of &~[¿\. Therefore inducing to G yields %■= Y.jd'li(cp'f)G. Since the

Xi are linearly independent and since the number of them is equal to the number

of members of T[e] by Theorem 9A, we actually have a one-to-one

mapping </>j -> (cp'ff = epj of T[rj] onto T[e], as required. This also shows

that (d/y) is the part of the generalized decomposition matrix D of G belonging

to the blocks in «^"[e].

Corollary HE. Under the assumptions of Theorem 11D, let x be a p-element

of G which is not G-conjugate to any element of G'. Then no ep-function of T[e]

is on SG(x), and hence sx(e) = 0.

Theorem 11F. Let H be a normal subgroup of G, and B[n] any block

of G. Let £ be the primitive idempotent o/A(G) c\A(H) of which n is a summand;

let fj be any primitive idempotent ofA(H) which is a summand of e. Then there

is a block B[n'] of G' = IG(f¡) such that induction from G' to G gives one-to-one

correspondences of the sets of (i) cp-functions, (ii) irreducible characters, and

(iii) (¡¿-functions of B[n'] with the corresponding sets for B[n]. The blocks B[n']

and B[n] have the same generalized decomposition matrix, and hence the same

generalized Cartan matrix.

Proof. By Theorem 9A and, by [6, p. 609], the generalized decomposition

matrix of a group determines the partitionings of the irreducible characters and

the «/»-functions into blocks. Therefore the last sentence of the proof of Theorem

11D shows that in the induction mappings considered there, the irreducible

characters and (/»-functions of B[n] correspond to those of a certain block B[n']

in y[n]. This yields everything except the statement about <D-functions; but

by (4.9),
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(©})G = (l4x;)G=L4x.- = •,-

Theorem IB of the introduction is simply a restatement of Theorem 11F,

except for statement (c) of Theorem IB, which will be proved in §12. Further

information on the relationship between B[n'] and B[n] appears in [13, Theo-

rems 1 and 2]. It should be observed that the distributions of the (/»-functions of

B[i/'] and B[n] among sections need not agree; an example of this phenomenon

exists for H of index 2 in the dihedral group G of order 30, with p = 5.

12. Characterization of T[s]. We conclude by giving a characterization of

the sets T[e] in terms of (/»-functions, corresponding to the characterization

of Fx(9) in §7.

Lemma 12A. Let (¡>eT[e\, and let G* be a subgroup of G which contains

H. Then <b | G* is a linear combination (possibly zero) of members of the sets

T[s*~\ for the summands e* of e.

Proof. By Theorem 5B, we need only consider (/»-functions <j>* of G* such

that (/> | G* contains (/>*. For some p-element x of G*, irreducible Brauer character

9 of D(x), and primitive idempotent £* of A(G*)nA(H), <b*eF*(0) £ T[e*].

By Lemma 6C, </> e Fx(9), so that Fx(9) £ T[e] by Lemma 10B; and then Lemma

IOC shows that s* is a summand of e.

Corollary 12B. IfcbeT[e], then (b\H is a linear combination of members

of the set T[e\.

This corollary says that the restriction to H of every (/»-function of the blocks

in ^~[e] contains only (/»-functions of blocks in ¿7~[¿\ (cf. Theorem 7G). The cor-

responding statements for ordinary functions and for ©-functions also hold,

the first by [8, (IB)], and the second by dualizing for ©-functions all the results

on (/»-functions which lead up to Corollary 12B. When we apply these comments

to G', we obtain statement (c) of Theorem IB.

Because </> | H may vanish, Corollary 12B does not furnish a criterion for de-

ciding whether (beT[e¡. Instead we must use the groups H(x) of (7.1). If fj is

a summand of e, then since ij is a primitive idempotent of A(H) and of A(G')oA(//),

it is also a primitive idempotent of A(H)(x) n A(H), and therefore ij determines

a set &~$ix)iH[fi~\ °f blocks of fi{x).

Theorem 12C. Let (b be a (b-function of G, and ij a fixed summand of s.

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that <b e T[e] is that there exists a

p-element x of G' such that (b\fi(x) contains some member of TfiMtH[ij'].

Proof. If (be T[s], the proof of Theorem 11D shows that there exist a p-ele-

ment xeG' = IG(ij) and an irreducible Brauer character 9 of D(x) such that
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cpeFx(9) while Fx(0) s T[ff] = TG,fH[fß. By Theorem 7B, *p|#(x) contains

ix0. On the other hand if we apply Lemma IOC with G' in the role of G and

with G* = Hix), we find that F*i9) <= Tñtx)tH[f¡]. Since F*i9) = {îx8}, îx0 is

the required member of ^"2(J),H[*;]. The converse follows from Lemma 12A.

Added in proof. In Theorem 12C, T¡){x)H[f¡] consists of a single block, by

the following general lemma.

Lemma 12D. // H is a normal subgroup of G and GjH is a p-group, then

each TGtf[e] consists of a single block.

This is true since each summand n of e inA(G) is a linear combination of p-re-

gular class sums [6, (86.14)] and hence is in A(G)nA(f/), so that n — e.An

equivalent lemma (unpublished) has also been discovered by W. J. Wong.
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